
Tale 9on Hidden Symmetry ofKepler's Problem andAidental Degeneray inHydrogen Atom
Classial Mehanis. Orbital MotionKepler's problem has the HamiltonianH = p22m � �r (1)It is known sine Kepler that the orbits of the planets inthe gravitational �eld of Sun are losed urves - the el-lipses. Already this is quite an unusual thing. Indeed, twooordinates x and y and two omponents of momentumpx and py form a four-dimensional phase spae. The energyand angular momentum onservation laws H(p; r) = E andxpy � ypx = L provide two onstraints, whih redue the1



2number of independent degrees of freedom to two. There-fore, the invariant manifold is a two-dimensional surfae inthe four-dimensional phase spae. One an see that thissurfae has no edges. A trajetory fr(t);p(t)g orrespondsto a one-parameter line whih belongs to this surfae. Un-der some initial onditions this line in the phase spae maybe losed, whih means that periods of evolutions in x andy are equal. This would also mean that the orbit in thereal spae is a losed line as well. But this annot not be ageneral ase. Quite the ontrary, general ase orrespondsto a line, winding around on invariant surfae. This orre-sponds to a rosette in the real spae. That very fat thatthe orbits in the Kepler's problem are losed independentlyfrom initial onditions may mean that there are more on-straints whih redue the number of independent degreesof freedom to one. Show where this additional onstraintomes from.
Fok's sphereEnergy onservations gives for the negative energies:H(p; r) = p22m � �r = E = � p202mwhih allows to express the radius r through the momentump: r = 2m�p20 + p2 : (2)



3In�nitesimal ation dS = �rdpis minimal when r and _p are parallel (this also follows fromequation of motion). Therefore,dS2 = (2m�)2 dp2x + dp2y(p20 + p2)2 : (3)It is onvenient at this stage to make a stereo-graphi pro-jetion: px = p0 os� ot �2 (4)py = p0 sin� ot �2 (5)whih gives after substitution of (4) and (5) into Eq (3):dS2 =  m�p0 !2 �d�2 + sin2 �d�2� : (6)One an easy reognize a natural metri on 2D sphere inexpression in the brakets in the right hand side of Eq (6).Priniple of the less ation reads, therefore, as a onditionthat all the trajetories of the Kepler's problem in the mo-mentum spae are the geodesi lines on the stereo-graphisphere (4, 5). The geodesi lines on any sphere are greatirles. Being projeted to the plane (px; py), these irlesgive the ellipses.It follows from Eqs(2), (4) and (5) thatr = 2m�p20 sin2 �2: (7)



4The equation of motions says that_p = � � rr3 = � p404m2� nsin4 �=2; n = rr ; (8)_p2 = �2r4 = p8016m4�2 sin�8 �2 : (9)Using parameterizations (4), (5), alulating time deriva-tives of the x- and y-omponents of the momentum p andsubstituting them into Eq (9), we, �nally, obtain:1sin �=2 = 0�2m2�p30 1A1=2 ( sin2 � _�2 + _�2 )1=4; (10)_p2 = m4�2p40 ( sin2 � _�2 + _�2 )2: (11)
Anti-Lagrangian and Conservation LawsAfter the Fok sphere has been onstruted, it easy to de-velop the relevant Lagrangian formalism. Sine the Foksphere has been onstruted in the momentum spae, it isonvenient to introdue the \anti-Lagrangian" ~L(p; _p):~L(p; _p) = � _pr�H(p; r); _p = �H�r : (12)The result of this substitution gives the anti-Lagrangian forthe Kepler problem (1):~L = � p22m + 2 �1=2 ( _p2)1=4: (13)



5Using the parameterizations (4), (5), we may express theanti-Lagrangian through the angles � and � on the stereo-graphi sphere and their time derivatives _� and _�:~L = � p202m ot2 �2 + 2m�p0 h sin2 � _�2 + _�2 i1=2 : (14)The anti-Lagrangian ontains two parts: potential and ki-neti energy. The former forms the �rst term in Eq (14),while the latter orresponds to the seond term. The ex-pression in square brakets is the square of the speed v =(v2� + v2�)1=2 of the point on the stereo-graphi sphere.The anti-Lagrangian (14) does not depend on azimuthalangle � (� is a yli variable). Therefore, the anoniallyonjugated momentum Iz = � ~L=� _� is an integral of themotion:Iz = � ~L� _� = 2m�p0 sin2 �q sin2 � _�2 + _�2 _� = 2m�p0 v�v sin �: (15)At pere-helium and a�elium v� = v and, therefore,sin �0 = p0 Iz2 m �:and Eq (15) reads sin �0 = v�v sin �: (16)Eq (16) expliitely means that the trajetory on the stere-graphi sphere belongs to the plane whih has the angle �0with the vertial axis. Thus, this trajetory is the line ofthe rossing of the mentioned plane with the sphere: the



6great irle.Using the inverse stereo-graphi projeton, we an provethat the onservation of the invarian Iz orresponds in thereal spae to onservation of the angular momentum L =xpy � ypx.It is also lear, that there are two more rotations of thestereo-graphi sphere (around axes x and y):Æ� = ot � ot� Æ� (17)Æ� = � ot � tan� Æ� (18)respetively. Both these two rotations map the sphere onitself and map any geodesi line on another geodesi line.Therefore, the anti-Lagrangian must get nothing after theserotations but a total time derivative (hek this). This im-plies existene of two more integrals of the motion Ix andIy. Analogously to Iz being proportional to the angularmomentum L, these additional integrals of the moton Ixand Iy are proportianal to the ompotents of the, so alled,Runge-Lentz vetors:A = �pm � 0� [p� L℄m � �rr 1A (19)
Quantum Mehanis.Aidental Degeneray in 2D HydrogenAtomThis setion follows to ideas of the paper by Wolfgang Pauli(1926) in whih he derived the Balmer serial law for spetra



7of the Hydrogen atom from the Matrix Quantum Mehan-is. The di�erene with this original derivation, made de-liberately, is that the spae dimension is hosen to be equalto two.First of all, it is neessary to generalize the expression forthe Runge-Lentz vetor to make it valid for non-ommutingoordinate and momentum.A� = �pm � 0� [pL℄�2m � [Lp℄�2m � � r�r 1AThe Runge-Lentz vetor for two-dimensional eletron hastwo omponents: Ax and Ay. Diret alulation gives thatA2 = 2H  L2 + 14!+m�2 (20)and the ommutation relations have the form[Ax; Ay℄ = �2iHL (21)[L;Ax℄ = iAy (22)[L;Ay℄ = �iAx (23)In this subsetion we disuss properties of the bound states,whih means that the values of energy En =< njHjn > aresupposed to be negative. Therefore, two hermitian opera-tors âx;y = Ax;yp�2Hare well de�ned. As a result the ommutation relationsould be rewritten as[ax; ay℄ = iL (24)[L; ax℄ = iay (25)[L; ay℄ = �iax (26)



8and the Eq(20) take the forma2 + L2 = �14 + m�2�2H (27)After performing this routine job we are prepare to be sur-prised by its result. Indeed, we see that the ommutationrelations in the form of Eqs (24,25,26) forms the su(2)-algebra (or isomorphous algebra so(3)). This means thatthe values ax;y and L form three omponents of the \spin"j, whih ommutes with HamiltoniansH. Angular momen-tum L is z omponent of total momentum j. Sine L hasonly integer values, j also has only integer values, whihmeans that the dynami symmetry of the Kepler's problemis rather SO(3) than SU(2). Therefore, all bound statesof 2D eletron in the Coulomb potential form multipletswith total integer \spin" j . The values of energy Ej, or-responding to this \spins", may be found from Eq(27)j(j + 1) = m�22jEjj � 14 (28)or, keeping in mind that j = n� 1 for n = 1; 2; 3::,En = � m�22(n� 1=2)2 (29)Due to this ondition the values of the angular momentumL are limited by the integers l whih don't exeed n�1. Thefat, that all states with di�erent values of l, but the samej have equal energies, is alled \the aidental degeneray".If the Coulomb potential is perturbed by a perturbation ofa general form, the multiplets are split into doublets with



9L = �l.Finally, every multiplet of the egenstates of the hydrogenatom forms a basis of an irreduible representation of thethe algebra so(3). A natural onnetion between this al-gebra and the Fok sphere will be disussed in the nextsetion.Wave funtionsPauli's �nding was ontinued by Fok (see Fok's sphere),who has found expliit form the notied symmetry and wasable to show expliit way of �nding the eigenstates.Sine the energy of the ground state isE1 = �2m�2; p0 = 2m�:The ground state is a onstant on the stereo-graphi sphere.Therefore, the wave funtion of the ground state in themomentum representation is 1(p) / 1p20 + p2 : (30)In the oordinate representation, the wave funtion has thefollowing form: 1(r) / Z 10 pdpp20 + p2 Z 2�0 d�eipr os�/ Z 10 p dp J0(pr)p2 + p20 = K0(p0r); (31)



10where K0(x) is the MaDonald funtion. The �rst exitedstate orresponds to the energyE2 = 2m�29 ; p0 = m�3and forms a triplet  2;0 and  2;�1. On the stereo-graphisphere, these funtions orresponds to the p-triplet: 2;0 / os �;  2;� / sin � expf� i�g: (32)Inverting the stereo-graphi projetion, we �nd the fun-tions  2;0(p) and  2;�(p). 2;0(p) / p20 � p2p20 + p2 ; (33) 2;�(p) / p20p20 + p2 e�i�: (34)In order to �nd the funtions in the oordinates represen-tation, we need to perform the Furrier transform.A remarkable quality of the proposed method is that wedid not deal at any stage with an expliit solution of theShr�odinger equation, replaing all the troubles by the men-tioned stereo-graphi projeting.ContinuumLet us begin with lassial mehanis. The energy E = p20=2m is positive.Therefore r = 2m�p2 � p20 (35)dS2 = � 2m�p2 � p20�2 (dp2x + dp2y) (36)



11The hyperboli projetionpx = p0 os� oth �2; px = p0 sin� oth �2projets the outer part of the irle p2x + p2y = p20 to hyperboloid, and themetri (41) takes the formdS2 = �m�p0 �2 �d�2 + sinh2 �d�2� (37)of the natural metri on this hyperboloid. The group of motion of the two-sheets Hyperboloid is SO(2; 1). Sine this group is not ompat, its repre-sentations are labled not by any disrete quantum numbers but a ontineousquantum number k (0 < k <1).The Laplae-Beltrami operator on hyperboloid has the following form:r̂2 = 1sinh � ��� �sinh � ����+ 1sinh2 � �2��2 : (38)Looking for its eigen�ntions in the form  k;m(�; �) = eim�Rkm(osh �), weget the equation for Rkm(x):d2Rdx2 �m2R� k2(x2 � 1) R = 0: (39)Solutions of Eq (39) give the eigenfuntions on the stereographi hyper-boloid, whih may be transformed the inverted stereo-graphy into the fun-tions on the momentum plane.Zero energyAt zero energy r = 2m�p2 (40)dS2 = �2m�p2 �2 (dp2x + dp2y) (41)This provokes an inversion � = p=p2, whih immediately givesdS2 = 2m�(d�2x + d�2y) (42)This implies that every trajetory in the (�x; �y) -plane is a straight line andthe trajetories in the p-plane are the irles (p�pp=2)2 = p2p=4 whih passthrough the origin. Here pp is the momentum in the pere-helium.


